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Abstract: Due to the influence of terrain structure，meteorological conditions and various factors，there are anomalous
data in automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast（ADS-B） message. The ADS-B equipment can be used for
positioning of general aviation aircraft. Aim to acquire the accurate position information of aircraft and detect anomaly
data，the ADS-B anomaly data detection model based on deep learning and difference of Gaussian（DoG）approach is
proposed. First，according to the characteristic of ADS-B data，the ADS-B position data are transformed into the
coordinate system. And the origin of the coordinate system is set up as the take-off point. Then，based on the
kinematic principle，the ADS-B anomaly data can be removed. Moreover，the details of the ADS-B position data can
be got by the DoG approach. Finally，the long short-term memory（LSTM）neural network is used to optimize the
recurrent neural network（RNN）with severe gradient reduction for processing ADS-B data. The position data of
ADS-B are reconstructed by the sequence to sequence（seq2seq） model which is composed of LSTM neural
network，and the reconstruction error is used to detect the anomalous data. Based on the real flight data of general
aviation aircraft，the simulation results show that the anomaly data can be detected effectively by the proposed method
of reconstructing ADS-B data with the seq2seq model，and its running time is reduced. Compared with the RNN，the
accuracy of anomaly detection is increased by 2.7%. The performance of the proposed model is better than that of the
traditional anomaly detection models.
Key words：general aviation aircraft； automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast （ADS-B）； anomaly data

detection；deep learning；difference of Gaussian（DoG）；long short-term memory（LSTM）
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0 Introduction

The automatic dependent surveillance-broad⁃
cast（ADS-B）data which reflect the flight state and
operation state of the aircraft are a series of flight pa⁃
rameters. The state of the aircraft and the operation⁃
al behavior of pilots were recorded by the parame⁃
ters of the aircraft［1］. For the next generation air traf⁃
fic surveillance，ADS-B is becoming the primary
method to obtain more accurate data with wide cov⁃

erage，which establishes the foundation for automat⁃
ic and intelligent air traffic management system［2］.
Many countries in the Asian-Pacific region have
started to test and evaluate whether ADS-B can pro⁃
vide radar-like services，and American and Austra⁃
lian have planned and deployed ADS-B stations in
their countries［3］. Track refers to the flight path of
an aircraft. There are inevitable errors or interfer⁃
ence in the data transmission process，resulting in
inaccurate or incorrect information. For guarantee⁃
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ing the airlines security，it is the primary require⁃
ment to ensure flight safety［4］. In order to ensure the
sustainable development and flight safety of civil avi⁃
ation， it is necessary to predict and correct the
anomaly data by means of methods.

Anomaly detection refers to finding data pat⁃
terns in the data that contradict with the expected be⁃
haviors. In time series，there is often a context de⁃
pendent relationship（time or space） among adja⁃
cent data points. Point anomalies due to the break⁃
down of dependencies can also be called context ex⁃
ceptions［5］. According to the anomalies， a novel
method of identifying instantaneous anomalies for
retrospective safety analysis using energy-based met⁃
rics is proposed［6］. The anomalies were detected by
the constraints which were based on constraint from
the operation database. But this model is sensitive to
the operation data instead of position data. A novel
partition-and-detect framework is proposed for the
trajectory outlier detection method，which partitions
a trajectory into a set of line segments. The outlying
line segments were detected for trajectory outliers
based on constraints from trajectory database［7］.

In recent years，a number of anomaly detection
methods based on deep learning have been proposed
in various fields. Deep learning methods can auto⁃
matically learn task-related features through end-to-

end training，and obtain high-level abstract represen⁃
tation of raw data through multilayer nonlinear trans⁃
formation.

In order to detect the anomalies，the intelli⁃
gence methods were used for detection，like neural
networks［8］ and sequence to sequence（seq2seq）［9］.
A deep learning model based on seq2seq was pro⁃
posed［10］. In this model， the seq2seq model was
used to reconstruct the ADS-B time series based on
the data characteristics，and the reconstruction error
can detect the anomalous ADS-B messages. Extend⁃
ing the feature space of time series enables the mod⁃
el to better capture the improver’s effect of anomaly
detection［11］. The concept of time series anomaly
was proposed by Keogh et al.［12］，which indicates
that the anomaly of time series is independent of the
size of the sliding window，and the extension of the
characteristic of low-dimensional data to high-dimen⁃

sional data is not necessarily valid. So，in order to
get the detail information of samples，the difference
of Gaussian（DoG）approach was proposed［13］. And
deep learning is used to train the classifier to distin⁃
guish abnormal trajectories. But they all neglected
to study the direction of the trajectory point. Other
traditional types of detecting anomalies were based
on the detecting abnormal compact position report
（CPR） protocol，but they were hard to be imple⁃
mented［14-16］.

The research showed that the method based on
deep learning had completely surpassed the tradi⁃
tional method［17-18］. Above studies reflect that anom⁃
aly detection has attracted growing attention from re⁃
searchers.

The contribution of this paper is to propose an
approach for anomalies based on deep learning and
DoG approach. And this paper is organized as fol⁃
lows. A new method is presented for converting co⁃
ordinate system with less computation and con⁃
strains for outliers in Section 1. In Section 2，DoG
is used for enhancing the detail of ADS-B data.
Seq2seq model and ADS-B anomaly data detection
are proposed in Section 3. In the other sections of
the paper，the problem is formulated，the method is
described and the experiment validations are present⁃
ed.

1 ADS⁃B Position Data Preprocess⁃

ing

1. 1 ADS⁃B position data acquisition

In order to get the tracks of the common aero
vehicle，the ADS-B designed for common aero vehi⁃
cle was used. First of all，the positions of the air⁃
craft were positioned by BeiDou Navigation Satel⁃
lite System（BDS） or Global Positioning System
（GPS）. Then，the tracks would be consisted by the
points. Finally， the data of flights would be dis⁃
played on terminal and saved in database（Fig.1）. In
order to save the accurate position data with less
anomalies，the data were processed by this model
on the terminal.

Because of the terrain structure，meteorologi⁃
cal conditions and various factors，there are anoma⁃
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lies in ADS-B message. Tracks selected for process⁃
ing should not preferably include tracks with the fol⁃
lowing exceptions.

（1）Incomplete points on track. Because of ter⁃
rain and other reasons，message might be lost dur⁃
ing the transmission processes. The points or a sec⁃
tion of track will be incomplete. Some incomplete
tracks with a spot of missing points can be complet⁃
ed with the interpolation method，but other incom⁃
plete tracks with many missing points must be delet⁃
ed，which contain massive loss of points. An incom⁃
plete track is a whole track with too many missing
points. The removal of a whole track does not affect
the continuity of other tracks.

（2）Repeated points on track. Because of the
error of clock or multi-path，the track data were re⁃
ceived twice or more at the same time. In addition，
the same points of track might be received at the dif⁃
ferent time due to the lack of data inspection. So，
the less the repeated points，the better the tracks.
And the tracks with less repeated points were cho⁃
sen.

（3） Interference points on track. Different
points on incomplete tracks of different flights might
be received at the same time due to the similarity.
Therefore，it is necessary for us to separate the inde⁃
pendent tracks.

1. 2 Convertion of ADS⁃B data into new coordi⁃

nate system

The received ADS-B position data were writ⁃
ten in World Geodetic System-84（WGS-84）. Be⁃
cause of the large computation in WGS-84 and Car⁃
tesian Coordinate System（CCS），the position can
be converted into a new coordinate system where

the origin was defined by springboard as follows
s=2×6 387.137×t
t=arcsin sin2 ( a/2 )+cos ( lat1 )×cos ( lat2 )×sin2 ( b/2 )

（1）
where s is the plane distance of A and B，A the air⁃
craft position and B the take-off point position；a
means the difference-value of the latitude between
A and B；b is the difference-value of the longitude
between A and B；lat1 is the latitude of A and lat2
the latitude of B. The radius of the earth is
6 387.137 km. When the distance is calculated on
the X-axis，b= 0. The positive direction on X-axis
is east. When the distance is calculated on the Y-ax⁃
is，a= 0. The positive direction on Y-axis is south.
When a< 0，the value on X-axis is negative. When
b> 0，the value on X-axis is negative in Northern
Hemisphere. The value on Z-axis is difference-value
of altitude between A and B. In this model，the val⁃
ue of B is minuend. And spatial distance of A and B
is

S= s2 + Δh2 (2)
where Δh is the difference-value in height between
A and B.

1. 3 Constraints from datasheet of general avia⁃

tion aircraft

The constraints were calculated from the data⁃
sheet of the general aviation aircraft named RX1E，
shown in Table 1.

From Table 1，the constraints C ( x ) were got⁃
ten as follows

C ( x )=

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

|| vi- vi- 1 < 42 m/s

|| vi- vi- 1 > 0 m/s

||Hi- Hi- 1 < 42 m

||Hi- H 0 < 3 000 m

|| ti- t0 < 60 min

(3)

Fig.1 Transmission of ADS-B data

Table 1 Datasheet of RX1E

Parameter
The maximum overload / g
Cruise velocity / (km · h-1)

The maximum fight altitude / m
Maximum velocity / km

Duration / min

RX1E
+4/-2
120
3 000
150

about 60
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where vi ( i= 0，1，2，…，n ) are the velocities of the
aircraft，Hi ( i= 0，1，2，…，n ) the altitude of the air⁃
craft，and ti ( i= 0，1，2，…，n ) the time when the da⁃
ta were received.

1. 4 Constraints from flight data and kinemat⁃

ics theory

The acceleration produced by gravity was de⁃
composed to three directions including X-axis，Y-

axis，Z‑axis，shown as

G=
é
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-mg sinθ
mg cosθ sinϕ
mg cosθcosϕ

3× 1

(4)

where G is a matrix，θ represents the angle between
the direction of the flight speed and the positive di⁃
rection of the X-axis，and ϕ the angle between the
direction of the flight speed and the positive direc⁃
tion of Y‑axis. According to the Newton’s second
law and the instantaneous，accelerations of gravity
were calculated as
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(5)

where A is a matrix，and the maximum acceleration
（ak） of the aircraft has been obtained according to
the data sheet of the aircraft. Thus，the theoretical
maximum values of accelerations including
（aXX，aYY，aZZ）were calculated as
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|| g cosθ cosϕ+ ak cosθ cosϕ
3× 1

(6)

where A' is a matrix. According to the velocity of
the aircraft at the moment of i+ 1，the actual accel⁃
erations of aiX，aiY，aiZ in three directions are less
than the theoretical maximum，that is
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vi+ 1 sinθ- vi sinθ
Δt

vi+ 1 cosθ sinϕ- vi cosθ sinϕ
Δt

vi+ 1 cosθ cosϕ- vi cosθ cosϕ
Δt 3× 1

(7)

where A″ is a matrix，aiX，aiY，aiZ are the accelera⁃
tions at time of i+ 1（i= 0，1，2，⋯，n），and Δt is
the time difference between time of i+ 1 and i. The

actual accelerations in the X-axis，Y-axis，and Z-ax⁃
is were calculated according to the flight data. And
the constraints were calculated at time of i+ 1 as

ì

í

î

ï

ï
ïï

ï

ï
ïï

aiX ≤
vi+ 1 sinθ- vi sinθ

Δt

aiY ≤
vi+ 1 cosθ sinϕ- vi cosθ sinϕ

Δt

aiZ ≤
vi+ 1 cosθ cosϕ- vi cosθ cosϕ

Δt

(8)

where i= 0，1，2，⋯，n. If aiX，aiY，aiZ conflict with
the constraints，the velocity is the abnormal data at
time of i+ 1.

After removing the outlier in the flight data by
using the constraint condition of acceleration，there
may also be a continuous sequence of anomaly in
the flight data that cannot be detected. In order to
exclude outliers from these data，the aircraft data
sheet and kinematics were used for detecting anoma⁃
ly by calculating the theoretical position of the air⁃
craft

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

Xi+ 1 = Xi+ aiXΔt
Yi+ 1 = Yi+ aiYΔt
Zi+ 1 = Zi+ aiZΔt

i= 0,1,2,…,n (9)

where Xi+ 1，Yi+ 1，Zi+ 1 are the theoretical positions
of the aircraft on the X-axis，Y-axis，and Z-axis，
such as

ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

Xi+ 1- xi+ 1 ≤ vXiΔt+ 1/2aiXΔt 2

Yi+ 1- yi+ 1 ≤ vYiΔt+ 1/2aiYΔt 2

Zi+ 1- zi+ 1 ≤ vZiΔt+ 1/2aiZΔt 2
(10)

where i= 1，2，3，⋯，n，xi+ 1 is the actual position
of the aircraft at the time of i+ 1. If the above con⁃
straints are not met，the positions of the aircraft on
the X-axis，Y‑axis and Z-axis are abnormal data.

2 Detail Enhancing of ADS⁃B

Data

2. 1 Position series extraction from ADS⁃B data

There are two dimensions in ADS-B data：
time series and position series. When ADS-B data
are arranged in two dimensions on a plane，it is dif⁃
ferent from the data arranged in one dimension on a
line. In order to provide more information and more
variation，the section will be used for exacting the
position series of the ADS-B position data.
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The set T ={ T 1，T 2，…，T n } was composed by
consecutive time series which include the points of
tracks from 0 to n，and n is the length of the time se⁃
ries.T i is a vector where the length of sequence is n，
shown as

T i={ t1,t2,t3,⋯,tn } (11)
There is only one feature for each dimension.

The contents for each vector， including position，
course angle， height， etc.，were broadcasted by
ADS-B，shown as

t1 = { x 1,y1,z1,v1,a1 }
t2 = { x2,y2,z2,v2,a2 }

⋮
tn={ xn,yn,zn,vn,an }

(12)

where x1，y1，z1，v1，a1 are the positions on X-axis，
Y-axis，Z-axis，velocity and angle of aircraft on
time of t1.

In order to extract the position sequence from
T i，multiple cross sections are extracted from the
position sequence，and sample observations are se⁃
lected on these cross sections to form the sample da⁃
ta. And each section starts at the same time.

X ={ x 1,x2,x3,⋯,xn }
Y ={ y1,y2,y3,⋯,yn }
Z={ z1,z2,z3,⋯,zn }
V={ v1,v2,v3,⋯,vn }
A={ a1,a2,a3,⋯,an }

(13)

where X，Y，Z，V，A are the position sections. In or⁃
der to make the algorithm invariant to data scaling
and reduce the influence of data changes on series，
the method of establishing data Gaussian space to
form data pyramid structure will be used.

2. 2 Detail enhancing of ADS⁃B data by DoG

Data pyramid is a series of data from the same
original section which is arranged in pyramid shape
and gradually reduces resolution. It is the basis of
multi-scale calculation based on the gradient data of
the original section，the up-sampled data and the
down-sampled data adjacent to the gradient data，
shown in Fig.2. The down-sampled data are 1/4 of
the original data，and the up-sampled data are 4
times of the original data.

The data details play an irreplaceable role in
recognition of anomaly data. Anomalies are usually

reflected in the details of the data，which are the re⁃
sult of the accumulation of local details. The local
details of the section will be calculated by DoG. As
an enhancement algorithm，DOG can be used to in⁃
crease the visibility of edges and other details.

The level of detail for position sections will be
reduced according to the function of Gaussian
smoothing. Different scales of Gaussian smoothing
have different smoothing effects on position sec⁃
tions. Each layer of data pyramid is smoothed data
pyramid， forming three⁃layer Gaussian smoothing
position sections.

Li ( n,m )= Gi∗Xi ( n,m ) (14)
where Gi= exp [( x2 + y 2 ) /2σi ]，∗ denotes the con⁃
volution operation，Xi ( n，m ) is the section of X，n

the time，and m the value of dimension.
As shown in Fig. 3，L 0 is taken as input for

Gaussian smoothing. The data are formed four lay⁃
ers with the three-layer smooth data obtained after
the data processing of this layer，and the DoG data
are obtained by subtracting from the adjacent fil⁃
tered data.

Li= Li- 1- Li i= 1,2,3 (15)

The pyramid data of each layer produce three-
layer DoG data. The data obtained by Gaussian dif⁃
ference are a local detail description of the data at
different scales. The detail description of the data
can improve the expression ability of the position da⁃
ta section to the details. Pyramid data on each layer
are superimposed with three-layer DoG data of this

Fig.2 Block diagram of pyramid data

Fig.3 Block diagram of DoG
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layer section. To prevent overflow，the average val⁃
ue of data superposition is taken to form the detail
superposition data，as shown in Fig.4. The value af⁃
ter superposition is L，shown as

L= 1
4 ( )L 0 + ∑

i= 1

3

Di (16)

After enhancing the details of the position sec⁃
tion data，the details of the information are more
abundant，and the extracted local features are more
representative.

3 Seq2seq Model and ADS⁃B

Anomaly Data Detection

3. 1 Optimized seq2seq model by long short ⁃

term memory

The seq2seq model，which was used for con⁃
version of sequence，is a model with the frame of
Encoder-Decoder and often used in automatic ab⁃
stracting，machine translation，deep learning and so
forth. Encoder，decoder and state vector were in⁃
cluded by seq2seq. State vector is a connection be⁃
tween encode and decoder. Recurrent neural net⁃
work（RNN） is a unit used by encoder and decod⁃
er［19］.

The sequence of input will be learned by encod⁃
er and then be encoded into a fixed size state vector，
which is then transmitted to the decoder part. Final⁃
ly，the decoder learns the state vector to carry out
the relevant output.

Because of the advantage of short-term memo⁃
ry for RNN，it is often used as the first choice neu⁃
ral network for the training of time sequence data.
With the length of training data for RNN increas⁃
ing，the gradients for training data will fade away.
The gradients will disappear and the process of train⁃
ing will be broken while the length of training data is
long enough. So，the limit time interval is essential

for training data when RNN is used. The length of
the position data which is broadcasted by ADS-B in
flights is so long that the feature can not be obtained
by RNN. In order to resolve this problem，the im⁃
proved long short-term memory （LSTM） units
were used in seq2seq，which have excellent effects
on many problems and now have been widely used，
shown in Fig. 5. The LSTM model can replace the
RNN cells in the hidden layer with LSTM cells，so
as to provide the hidden layer with long-term memo⁃
ry［10］. The long-term dependency could be avoided
effectively by the particular design of LSTM. It is
easy for LSTM to acquire the feature of the time se⁃
quences with long interval.

In Fig.5，each line represents the transfer of
the output of one node to the input of another node
of vectors. Circles represent element-level opera⁃
tions of vectors，such as addition or multiplication.
The boxes represent the layers of the neural net⁃
work. A line merge represents a join of vectors，and
a line bifurcation represents a copy of a vector. xi is
the input，and hi the output.

The forgetting gate ft= σ (W s · [ ht -1，xt ]+ b )，
where W s is the weight matrix of the forgetting
gate，σ the function of sigmoid，b the bias term of
forgetting gate，ht the output at time of t，xt the in⁃
put at time of t，and it and

-c t are all apart of input of
gate，shown as

-c t= tanh (W c · [ ht -1,xt ]+ b c )
it= σ (W i · [ ht -1,xt ]+ b i )

(17)

where tanh is the hyperbolic function，b c the weight
matrix of -c t，and b i the weight matrix of it.The unit
state ct at the current time is the product of the input

Fig.4 Block diagram of superposition

Fig.5 Chart for LSTM struction
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of the forgetting gate and the state at the previous
ct -1 time adds the product of the two parts of the in⁃
put gate（it and

-c t），shown as
ct= ft⊙ct -1 + it⊙

-c t (18)
Finally，the sigmoid function is used to calcu⁃

late information that needs to be output ot，and then
the output is obtained by multiplying the value
which was calculated by hyperbolic function for cur⁃
rent cell state.

ot= σ (W 0 · [ ht- 1,xt ]+ b0 )
ht= ot⊙ tanh ( ct )

(19)

So，there are three gates：forgetting gate，in⁃
put gate and output gate. In this model，LSTM was
used. Core model consists of three parts for LSTM
units of encoder and decoder，as well as the state
vector（eocoder state），respectively. In the training
process，the training data are input to the encoder
and encoded to a fixed state vector. Then，the vec⁃
tor is transferred to the decoder，and its sequence is
reconstructed by the decoder.

3. 2 Anomaly assessment index

The reconstruction error between the realistic
time sequence and the predicted time sequence will
be detected by using Cosine Similarity，that is

cos (Ti,
~Ti )=

∑
i= 1

n

( ti×
~ti )

∑
i= 1

n

T 2
i ×∑

i= 1

n ~T
2
i

(20)

where n is the dimension，and ~ti the reconstruction
sequence. So the abnormal-probability pa can be de
calculated as

p a = ∑
i= 1

i= n

[ 1- cos ( ti,
~ti ) ]× 100% (21)

3. 3 Improved anomaly data detection model

There are five main steps in this improved mod⁃
el（Fig.6）.

Step 1 Data（latitude，longitude，height）of
ADS-B in WGS-84 were converted to the data in a
new coordinate，the origin of which is defined by
the springboard.

Step 2 The constraint was created by the
datasheet of the flight and the kinematical equation.

And the data which meet the constraints will be se⁃
lected by the comparison between constraint and da⁃
ta. The constraints and the outliers will be detected.

Step 3 Extract position sections of the ADS-

B data. And DoG will be used for detail enhance⁃
ment of section.

Step 4 Parameters in seq2seq model were ini⁃
tialized. The original time series length is 12，the
loss function used in the training is mean square er⁃
ror（MSE），the number of LMST unit is 256 with
the batch-size of 128，and the ratio of dropout is
25%. The seq2seq model will be used for predicting
the data. And the error between the realistic time se⁃
quence and the predicted time sequence will be de⁃
tected by using this model.

Step 5 The abnormal data will be detected by
Cosine similarity. After training，the threshold of
the training sets is calculated. For actual flight data，
the value of the anomalous score is defined with a
threshold of 97.5%.

4 Simulation and Results Analysis

4. 1 Strategies for experiment

The data come from the ADS-B which is
broadcasted by common aero vehicle named RX1E.
Some anomalies like outliers were produced while
the data broadcasting. Outliers were detected by
constraints.

Some anomalies were deliberately injected

Fig.6 Main steps in this improved model
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such as network delay，route replacement，random
noise and velocity drift，and almost all of them will
be detected by seq2seq. Table 2 shows the strate⁃
gies for the following injecting anomalies.

（1）Network delay
In the selected ADS-B sequence，for every 10

consecutive messages，only the first message is re⁃
tained and the last nine messages are deleted. This
situation simulates the reality that the receiver can
only receive valid message if the time interval is
large enough.

（2）Route replacement
Given a certain route massage，another correct

route massage is injected to replace the selected
ADS-B sequence.

（3）Random noise
Part of the original ADS-B data are mulitiplied

by a number between 0 and 2 randomly. Seven tra⁃
jectory points of random noise will be injected per
180 track points.

（4）Velocity drift
The speed characteristic information contained

in ADS-B message is gradually changed as a multi⁃
ple of five sections. Specifically， in the selected
ADS-B sequence， the speed characteristic con⁃
tained in the first vector is increased by five sec⁃
tions，and the second by 10 sections.

In the course of the experiment，after the oper⁃
ations of normalization， the complete data of 10
flights from take-off to landing for seven consecutive
days were selected as training samples，and the data
of each flight were between 1 500 and 2 000. The
data of flight for 20 min and 180 points in track were
used for test set. And the test sets were taken from
the flight records of Ruixiang RX1E aircraft in Faku
General Aviation Airport of Shenyang at 10 o’clock
on November 13，2019. Its track is shown in Fig.7.

4. 2 Result analysis for anomalies detection

After the operations for outliers，the model of
seq2seq was used for anomalies in altitude. Fig.8 is
the detection result used for the anomalies in the da⁃
ta of altitude. The anomaly type is the random
noise. At the points 24，59，65，78，90，101 and
114，random noise is injected. Due to the use of
DoG approach，the details of the data are obvious.
The threshold value of abnormal-probability for
anomalies is 2.5%，and the time dependence of the
data features is more easily to detect. At point 24，
an anomaly just above the threshold was detected.
Thus，this model is sensitive to anomalies. Another
six anomalous points were detected by the seq2seq
model.

Similarly，Fig.9 is the detection result used for
the anomalies in the data on X-axis. The network
delay was injected on data of X-axis. At the points
11—16，42，58，62，94，104，11 and 128—145，
anomalies of network delay are injected. The anoma⁃
lies of the network delay are injected，resulting in

Fig.8 Anomaly processed by seq2seq for altitude

Table 2 Methods for injecting anomalies

Value
Value on X⁃axis
Value on Y⁃axis

Altitude
Velocity

Strategy for producing error
Network delay

Route replacement
Random noise
Velocity drift

Fig.7 Flight track of Ruixiang RX1E aircraft
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the increase of the abnormal-probability of anoma⁃
lies，thus the anomalies of the abnormal network de⁃
lay are detected. As shown in Fig. 9，the threshold
value of abnormal-probability for anomaly is 3%.
All injected anomalies were detected by the seq2seq
model.

After the operation for outliers，the model of
seq2seq is used for abnormal of Y-axis. The detec⁃
tion result is shown in Fig.10. At the points 9，11，
14，31，59，119，165 and 175，another route re⁃
places the trajectory of the sample. As shown in
Fig.10，the threshold value of abnormal scores is
3%，and the points above the threshold value are
anomalies. The anomalies are detected by the
seq2seq model.

Fig.11 is the detection result used for the outli⁃
ers and anomalies in the data of track. As shown in

Fig.11，the dotted line is the outliers detected by
the constraint conditions. The outliers are also iden⁃
tified by the seq2seq model. The injected type is ve⁃
locity drift. According to the threshold value of ab⁃
normal-probability，at the points 51，70 and 159，
the anomalies were detected by seq2seq model in⁃
stead of constraints. Thus， the seq2seq model is
more sensitive than constraints.

4. 3 Performance analysis of the model for run⁃

ning time and average precision

4. 3. 1 Analysis of running time

Running time is the time of converting ADS-B
data to the corresponding coordinate system. Table
3 shows the running time in different coordinate sys⁃
tems. Since WGS-84 is the coordinate system with
the center of the earth as the origin，the data value
is very large，which makes the running time lon⁃
gest. The transition from the object coordinate sys⁃
tem to the inertial coordinate system requires rota⁃
tion，and the transition from the inertial coordinate
system to the world coordinate system requires
translation，thus resulting in a longer running time
than the coordinate system in this model. The coor⁃
dinate system in this model reduces the redundant
bits in ADS-B data，and the calculation formula is
simple，so the running time is decreased 0.14 s. Re⁃
ducing the complexity of computation can reduce
the running time and make the performance of real-
time better，which is beneficial to the real-time pro⁃
cessing.

Fig.9 Anomaly processed by seq2seq for X-axis

Fig.10 Anomaly processed by seq2seq for Y-axis

Fig.11 Anomaly processed by seq2seq for track
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4. 3. 2 Analysis of average precision

Precision indicates the number of correctly clas⁃
sified samples to the total number of samples for a
given data set，shown as

precison= TP+ TN
TP+ FN+ FP+ TN × 100% (22)

where TP is the true positive，FN the false nega⁃
tive，FP the false positive，and TN the true nega⁃
tive. In this paper，precision refers to the proportion
of the correctly detected abnormal ADS-B samples
to the actual detected abnormal samples. Table 4
shows the average precision in different neural net⁃
works.

As shown in Table 4，due to the gradient disap⁃
pears severely， accuracy of RNN as the unit of
seq2seq model is low，especially for the abnormal
pattern of network delay when other conditions re⁃
main unchanged. In order to remember the long-

term state，LSTM adds one input and one output to
the RNN，which is a cell state，thus LSTM is more
sensitive to ADS-B data which is a long time se⁃
quence. In Table 4，the average precision of LSTM
is better than that of RNN，and for network delay，
the average precision of LSTM is 3.1% higher than
RNN. For the route replacement，random noise and
velocity drift，the performance of LSTM is better
than that of RNN due to disadvantages of gradient
disappearing. Compared with RNN， the average
precision has increased 2.7% for LSTM.

Aim to analyze the average precision in differ⁃

ent models，the Bayes，SVM and 4D-flight track
prediction are used for comparison. After converting
the data to the coordinate system of this model，the
same training and test sets are selected to train and
test the SVM model. These models use the known
track characteristics to predict the track points at fu⁃
ture moments. Table 5 shows the average precision
in different models.

（1）SVM
The kernel function of SVM is radial kernel

function（RKF）. The parameters of the model were
optimized by using the grid search method. The ker⁃
nel width parameter σ= 0.02 and the regularization
parameter γ= 100 are determined.

（2）Bayes
The 180 track points constitute a set of obser⁃

vation data. Distribution parameters are calculated
from training sets. The posterior probability can be
calculated by Bayesian formula using prior probabili⁃
ty and likelihood function.

（3）4D-flight track prediction
The maximum likelihood law and Newton-

Raphson iterative algorithm are used to identify the
corrected airspeed in the model. Finally，the identifi⁃
cation results and equiangular track prediction mod⁃
el are used to calculate the aircraft’s track. The pa⁃
rameter identification is calculated by using maxi⁃
mum likelihood estimation. After 40 iterations of
the calculation，the parameter identification is deter⁃
mined to be 221.6.

Bayes and SVM are prediction models based
on classification and have strict requirements on
training set samples. Therefore，when the actual
flight samples are used as training sets，the accuracy
is lower than 4D-flight track prediction. In the pro⁃
cess，the model can effectively capture the charac⁃
teristics of a track，so its accuracy is higher than that

Table 5 Average precision in different models %

Time series
Network delay

Route replacement
Random noise
Velocity drift

Seq2seq
83.6
87.3
85.8
86.2

Bayes
74.6
76.3
81.5
78.4

SVM
73.5
76.1
79.7
80.8

4D
76.1
78.0
82.4
82.3

Table 3 Running time in different coordinate systems s

Coordinate

Inertial
coordinate
Coordinate
in this model
WGS⁃84

Network
delay

2.86

2.82

2.97

Route
replacement

2.92

2.89

2.95

Random
noise

2.83

2.79

2.86

Velocity
drift

2.46

2.19

2.48

Table 4 Average precision in different neural networks %

Time series
Network delay

Route replacement
Random noise
Velocity drift

RNN
80.5
82.7
83.3
85.6

LSTM
83.6
87.3
85.8
86.2
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of Bayes and SVM models. The seq2seq model in
which neural network is composed of LSTM units
has a good abnormal detection effect for ADS-B
time series. And it takes into account the target
change information in the adjacent time of the cur⁃
rent point，so the detection performance is high and
the accuracy can be improved by locking the target
into a sequence. When the data are processed by net⁃
work delay，route replacement，random noise，and
velocity drift，there is a better performance in this
model than in Bayes，SVM，and 4D-flight track
prediction models.

5 Conclusions

The ADS-B anomaly data detection model
based on deep learning and DoG approach is pro⁃
posed. In order to reduce the complexity of this
model，the kinematics theory is used for removing
the outliers. The reconstruction error which is pro⁃
duced by seq2seq is used to detect the anomaly data.
Through the simulation and verification，compared
with SVM，Bayes，4D-track models，the average
precision is improved，and the running time is de⁃
creased.
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基于深度学习与高斯差分法的ADS⁃B异常数据检测模型

王尔申 1，宋远上 1，徐 嵩 1，郭 婧 2，宏 晨 3，曲萍萍 1，
庞 涛 1，张建通 4

（1.沈阳航空航天大学电子信息工程学院，沈阳 110136，中国；2.中国民航科学技术研究院，北京 100028，中国；

3.北京联合大学机器人学院，北京 100101，中国；4.中国交通通信信息中心，北京 100011, 中国）

摘要：受地形结构、气象条件等多种因素的影响，用于低空通航飞行器定位的广播式自动相关监视（Automatic de⁃
pendent surveillance⁃broadcast，ADS⁃B）设备获取的位置信息存在异常数据。为检测异常数据，提出一种基于深

度学习与高斯差分法的 ADS⁃B异常数据检测模型。首先，依据 ADS⁃B位置数据的特点，将 ADS⁃B位置数据转

换到以起飞点为原点的坐标系中，利用运动学原理去除 ADS⁃B位置数据中的离群点。然后，利用高斯差分法

（Difference of Gaussian，DoG）获取位置数据的细节信息。最后，利用长短期记忆单元（Long short⁃term memo⁃
ry，LSTM）神 经 网 络 优 化 在 ADS⁃B位 置 数 据 中 梯 度 减 小 严 重 的 循 环 神 经 网 络（Recurrent neural network，
RNN）。通过 LSTM神经网络构成的 seq2seq（Sequence to sequence）模型对位置数据进行重构，利用重构误差检

测异常数据。通过实际数据对模型进行验证和对比分析表明：利用 seq2seq模型对ADS⁃B位置数据重构的方法

能有效地检测异常数据，运行时间得到减少，而且相较于 RNN神经网络，检测的平均准确率提高了近 2.7%，相

较于传统的异常检测模型具有更高的准确率。

关键词：通用航空飞行器；广播式自动相关监视；异常数据检测；深度学习；高斯差分；长短期记忆单元
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